Carrying the Cross of Truth and Righteousness | A Russian Sep 11, 2021 but today's prevailing philosophy could perhaps be the most pernicious of them all. Today's hatred for truth and righteousness has become so widespread that even an extreme world is a being where people don't believe in any kind of truth at all, even...

Vatican Discloses 'Third Secret' of Fatima May 14, 2020 Fatima fanatics have held harrowing scenes -- even hijacked a plane -- to try to force the Vatican to disclose the secret. During John Paul's first visit to the shrine in 1982, on the fortieth anniversary of the assassination attempt, a knife-wielding Spanish priest tried to kill the pope, but was wrestled to the ground by security forces.

The media's dangerous embrace of Mohammed el-Kurdi Oct 9, 2021 Palestinian correspondence for the Nation, and one of Time Magazine’s “110 Most Influential People.” Mohammed el-Kurdi sent shock waves...

Martyrs and fanatics Sept 30, 2021 “With Captain, no longer evil, it remains to be seen if Barqani’s sacrifice will be an election issue. (Photo: Rana Sanaeinjil Singh) That Panaj’s contribution to keeping India safe and felt is not acknowledged by the rest of the country, especially under the Narendra Modi-led Centre – is in the off-sixed groove in a city intimately tied to the village.

Attentat-suicide — Wikipédia Un attentat-suicide est un type d’attaque volontaire dont la réalisation implique la mort intentionnelle de son auteur. Il est le plus souvent perpétré par des groupes paramilitaires ou des individus comme une tactique du terrorisme, propice à la guerre psychologique. Les termes de ‘l’homme-humanis ‘ou ‘volunteer martyr ‘sont également utilisés.
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Malabar uprising sites to be made a tourist circuit
The British co-director of the play, Zoe Laffery, revealed her bias by claiming Palestinian Arab terrorists attack Israeli citizens "not because they're crazy religious fanatics (but"

UK taxpayers to fund Hamas play in Britain
Port Blair is a haven for history fanatics; it provides a brief but unique a war memorial which happens to have the names of all martyrs inscribed on it in Hindi, English and Urdu.

Here's how you can experience 24 hours in Port Blair
Port Blair is a haven for history fanatics; it provides a brief but unique a war memorial which happens to have the names of all martyrs inscribed on it in Hindi, English and Urdu.

Kerala to develop tourism circuit connecting sites of Malabar riots
The issue is still hotly debated in the southern state _ whether it was a rebellion against colonial forces and landlords or a mindless action by fanatics of Martyrs of India Freedom Struggle._

Former Bradford City player's food delivery business Gymology wins award after turning over £600,000 last year
They also referred to reports in a section of media that a three-member panel of Indian Council of Historical Research (ICHR) has sought removal of its 387 "martyrs", including the leaders of

CONG, CPI(M) attack centre over Malabar rebellion row
Many of them are not religious fanatics. Indeed Some of them are "martyrs" who chose their lot. But many others _ men, women, children _ are killed "by mistake", "accidentally"

Why do they kill children?
Watch as CNN's Christiane Amanpour investigates how one madrassa student is recruited to join the Taliban »

Experts: Many young Muslim terrorists spurred by humiliation
They hoped that would take care of the "crackbrained" Simon Kimbangu and the gullible fanatics who followed him. But they were mistaken. Simon Kimbangu was born in 1889, into a Central Africa

The people's prophet
"The fact that they arrested us just because we complained, opened my eyes and made me realise that the regime was collaborating with these fanatic families of the martyrs, who are still

Egypt's Mina Daniel: the untold story of a revolutionary
Following his celebration of the Second Intifada's "martyrs," it should be clear that el-Kurd views his own people as pawns who should willingly sacrifice their lives and those of their

The media's dangerous embrace of Mohamed el-Kurd
So rich beat me to the punch, right as I was writing this. Yes, this is my last day at National Review. While I'm

excited about my new venture, I can't say this isn't a profoundly melancholy

The Corner
Even Protestant Reformers like Martin Luther and John Calvin opposed them as "fanatics," "scatterbrains," and "assess"_just as had as the papists. These feelings weren't helped in 1535 when a

Testimony
Sex is sort of losing its appeal. Death is sexier these days, at least that's the impression I get from Ann Coulter, who makes a living calling for the "killing of Liberals" and repressing the free

deadly sex than sex (to Ann Coulter)
Sukra Alamri has set off a bitter debate, but it's not at all clear what that debate is supposed to be about. Classical liberalism? Civility? President Trump? The collected works of David

The Corner
This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. It will likely prove of more use for

OPINION, EDITORIALS, COLUMNS AND ANALYSIS | NATIONAL POST
In 1980, Lake Tahoe, Nevada was a popular tourist spot. The area offered skiing, sailing, hiking in the mountains, and of course, gambling on the Nevada side of the lake. It was in this somewhat

This is what a real bomb looks like
Type out all lyrics, even if it's a chorus that's repeated throughout the song The Section Header button breaks up song sections. Highlight the text then click the link Use Bold and Italics

The Antichrist (Full Text)
No Time To Die: Daniel Craig's Bond film delayed again as Covid cases continue to skyrocket The 25th 'James Bond' installment 'No Time to Die,' starring Daniel Craig has been postponed yet again

No time to die: Daniel Craig's Bond film delayed again as Covid cases continue to skyrocket
An archive of the famous early 20th century Anarchist magazine. Mother Earth was an anarchist journal that described itself as "A Monthly Magazine Devoted to Social Science and Literature", edited by

Mother Earth
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The Wretched of the Earth (Preface)
An archive of the famous early 20th century Anarchist magazine. Mother Earth was an anarchist journal that described itself as "A Monthly Magazine Devoted to Social Science and Literature", edited by